
Welcome to Diorama 

Restaurant

Would you like to foster cats?

Welcome to Diorama 

Restaurant



How to come to our store

The diorama Restaurant will be open in three sessions 
per day. Each session is 2 full hours of food, cat 
interaction, and dioramas.Please call in advance to make 
a reservation (reservations can be made on the day of the 
event if seats are still available).Please be near the 
entrance of the first floor of the restaurant about 5 
minutes before the start time of each session.

事前予約制、各回２時間の時間制限制です

time Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Holiday

Lunch time 12-14 〇 〇 × 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇

Tea time 15-17 〇 〇 × 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇
happy circle

time 18-20 × × × × 〇 〇 × ×

Opening Hours（営業時間）

Advance reservations required. Each session is 2 hours long.



Usage Fees

（ご利用料金について）

division

Lunch

time

Tea

time

One-day stay ticket

(MofuMofu-ticket)

12∼14 15∼17 18∼20 12∼17 12∼20

Sun-Thu Sun-Thu Fry・Sat Sun-Thu Fry・Sat

adult 2500 2300 2500 4500 6500

Child 2000 2000 2000 3500 5500

*Children under 4 years old are free.

Children's rates are for elementary school 

students and younger.

Reservations can be made by

 Direct Message from twitter
 by e-mail
 Reservations by phone

Telephone reception Hours（電話受付時間）

Telephone number 06-6776-2460
10:30～20:00 Business Days

However, the time is Japan time.
We accept e-mails and direct messages 24 hours a day.

How to make a reservation

（予約方法）



attention

Please note that the store will call you.

If you make a reservation via twitter or e-mail, please 
include your phone number so that we can call you for 
confirmation.

Same-day reservationsIf

seats are available, please contact us for same-
dayreservations.

CancellationAbout

Reservations will be cancelled 15 minutes after the 
reserved time.   
If you cancel without notice, you will not be able to make 
future appointments. 
Please contact us if you are going to be late or if you 
need to cancel.    
Please read our Terms and Conditions before making a reservation.

How to make a reservation（予約方法 ）

Teradacho ST
North exit

Diorama

Restaurant

P

2 minutes walk from JR Teradacho Station North Exit



 Please wear a mask in the restaurant except when 
eating or drinking.  

 No one with a fever is allowed to enter the restaurant.   

 You may not be able to touch the cats when they are 
sleeping.   

Please refrain from visiting the store if you are allergic to 
cats.   

 Live streaming may be conducted in the store. If you do 
not wish to be filmed, please let us know at the time of 
your reservation.

 If you are found to be behaving in a way that cats do not 
like, destroying model trains, or otherwise causing 
nuisance, you will be asked to leave the store.

【Important】
Please be careful when entering 

the  restaurant.

【request】
Request to wear socks

 All floors of the restaurant are designed for 
customers to enjoy themselves without shoes. To 
prevent injury and infection, please be sure to wear 
socks in the restaurant. We reserve the right to 
refuse entry to customers who do not wear socks.

  We also sell socks in the store. If you do not have 
socks, please purchase them. We appreciate your 
cooperation.



Would you like to foster a cat?

Adopt a Foster Parents

Our position is like a coupler between the lives of cats.

We have been saved by a family of stray cats we sheltered when we were in financial 
difficulties at Covid-19.
This time, as a way to return the favor, we would like to save as many cats as possible 
and create a society where humans and cats can coexist in harmony.
What we need to do to achieve this is to find foster parents who will properly raise as 
many cats as possible.
We do not want to increase the number of unhappy cats.

Cats cannot choose their owners. 
Diorama restaurant helps match lives with foster parents so that people and cats can 
be happy.

Please visit Diorama restrant and talk with our shelter cats. 
You may meet a cat that is a good match for you.

Best regards.


